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Data

-

Bots are widely used around the world. Users will create tasks for
given websites. Each tasks equates to one user connecting to your
site.

• December 2019 moving to January 2020 shows severe drop in
Walmart traffic data. Looking at same data in 2021 the traffic
is increasing.

-

Bots in 2021:

• Figures 2-4 show all side of the retail market within the
timeframe that traffic was recorded

-

35% of all traffic across retail websites.

-

Security risk, due to mass increase in traffic.

-

Mass checkout products to list on secondary market.

• Traffic data seeing drastic drop from previous months. Due to
increased bot protection
• Retail botting changes everyday with new anti-bot and firewall
protection

Hypothesis

Discussion

“Botted user on retail websites have increased by 20%
over the last year”

Methods

•

Use multi-factor authentication to prevent more botted checkouts.
And decreases botted traffic entering website.

•

Requiring an account 1 step factor authentication. Email with code
to enter upon checkout and well as approving transaction on phone.

•

Queue based system that randomly selects people in line to proceed
to checkout.

•

Remove hyped products from website until random release time.
Bots cannot monitor a product that is not currently on the site

Figure 1. Walmart traffic data 2019-2020

Interview –
Multiple different developers at Best Buy corporate
to better understand the traffic that bots bring. Multiple
methods of bot detection and security were shown.

Conclusion

Live Traffic –
Live website traffic data was assessed using Alexa.
Tools provided by amazon. Figure 1 and 3 were pulled from
Alexa. The 90-day trend shows us the world rank and average
site time.
Previous Website Traffic –
Comparing previous years (pre. 2021) website data
with current live data (2021). Understanding and showing the
increase in traffic from previous years.

Figure 2. Walmart traffic data
February 2021

Figure 3. Best Buy traffic data
March 2021

Figure 4. Target traffic data
April 2021
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•

Hypothesis disproven from a statistical aspect. Live traffic on
websites decreasing.

•

Deeper look into graphs shows Walmart traffic data increasing during
hyped releases.

•

Bots can no longer run 24/7. Firewall and anti-bot protection.

•

BestBuy traffic data shows graph flatten from very sharp decrease
after GPU/PS5 releases.

•

During off-times with no drop website traffic decreases. However,
during product releases, steady traffic till no more expected drops.

